Research in context {#sec0001}
===================

Evidence before this study {#sec0002}
--------------------------

We conducted a Pubmed search on Oct 3, 2018 to identify population-based national research examining the risk of a second cancer in Canadians diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence (0--19 years). Our primary search string was: "SIR" AND "cancer" AND "second primary" AND ("child" OR "youth" OR "young adult") AND "Canada". We also conducted the search excluding the term "Canada" to identify recent similar international research. Both searches were performed again on January 3, 2019 to identify more recently published research. We also reviewed the references of selected articles and monitored publication content notifications of prominent cancer journals. Only papers published in English were reviewed. We identified only two Canadian studies.

Added value of this study {#sec0003}
-------------------------

Unlike past Canadian research, we included 12 of Canada\'s 13 jurisdictions, accounting for 77.0% of the Canadian population in 2014, and we examined the impact of synchronous first cancers on subsequent risk. The greater coverage increased cohort size and mitigated losses to follow-up due to migration across the country --- an issue that disproportionately affects paediatric cancer cases. In addition to characterizing the risk in the cohort as a whole, we characterize risk by type of first cancer and draw attention to types of cancer accounting for the greatest absolute excess risk.

Implications of all the available evidence {#sec0004}
------------------------------------------

Our findings provide more up-to-date, comprehensive estimates of the risk of a second cancer experienced by Canadians diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence. We demonstrate that the risk, type and correlates of a second cancer differ by type of first cancer and can be impacted by changes in registry practice and the methods used to define second cancers. Consequently, future research should use clinically relevant surveillance definitions for second cancers and focus on long-term follow-up of large cohorts composed of a specific type of cancer to comprehensively and accurately characterize their risk and its correlates while acknowledging differences in registry practices across jurisdictions and over time.

1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

In Canada, rising childhood cancer incidence [@bib0001] and high five-year observed survival [@bib0002] are contributing to a growing population of young cancer survivors who are at elevated risk of developing subsequent cancers. Studies of population-based cohorts of American and Canadian paediatric cancer survivors have estimated a six-fold or greater increase in the risk of subsequent cancers relative to the general population over a maximum of 27 years of follow-up \[[@bib0003],[@bib0004]\]. Long-term monitoring of the risk of subsequent cancers is essential to understanding the full burden of cancer; disentangling the causes of cancer (e.g. genes, lifestyle, past cancer treatment); and, informing treatment protocols, patient management, and counselling. Such research has already resulted in less use of radiation therapy and reduced doses of radiation therapy, alkylating agents, anthracyclines, and epipodophyllotoxins [@bib0005].

Our study examines the risk of a second cancer in Canadians diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence (age 0--19 years). Unlike past Canadian research \[[@bib0003],[@bib0006]\], we included 12 of Canada\'s 13 jurisdictions, accounting for 77•0% of the Canadian population in 2014 [@bib0007], and we examined the impact of synchronous first cancers on subsequent risk. The greater coverage increased cohort size and mitigated losses to follow-up due to migration across the country --- an issue reported to affect paediatric cases (aged 0--19) three times more than all cancer cases combined (14% vs 5%) [@bib0008].

2. Methods {#sec0006}
==========

2.1. Data sources {#sec0007}
-----------------

Our primary data source is the death-linked Canadian Cancer Registry (CCR) analytic file wherein tumours are classified according to the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O) and compiled using the International Rules for Multiple Primary Cancers [@bib0009]. This file includes malignant primary tumours (excluding not otherwise specified, epithelial, basal and squamous skin cancer histologies) and in situ bladder tumours. Note that, by virtue of their behaviour (ICD-O behaviour 0 or 1), non-malignant central nervous system tumours are not included. According to the International Rules for Multiple Primary Cancers, a primary cancer is one that originates in a primary site or tissue and is not an extension, recurrence, or metastasis. These rules consider site of origin and histology, and generally result in fewer primaries per person relative to other rules that acknowledge additional factors such as behaviour, laterality and timing [@bib0010] --- an important factor to consider when comparing findings across studies. For simplicity, hereafter, the term cancer refers to primary cancer. The CCR is a dynamic, person-oriented administrative database capturing demographic and clinical information on Canadian residents diagnosed with primary tumours since January 1, 1992 [@bib0011]. Vital status follow-up to December 31, 2014 was obtained through linkage with the Canadian Vital Statistics Death Database [@bib0012] within Statistics Canada\'s Social Data Linkage Environment [@bib0013] allowing for a maximum of 23 years of follow-up. Cancers diagnosed in Quebec residents and deaths occurring in Quebec are excluded from the analytic file because of data sharing agreements. Consequently, estimates for Canada exclude Quebec but, for brevity, are hereafter referred to as estimates for Canada. Missing month and/or day of birth, cancer diagnosis, and death were imputed using all available information for a person such that the imputed date represents the average of all potential dates. In the data file used for analyses, the proportion of dates imputed were 51•0%, 1•1%, and 0•0%, respectively. More than 99% of the imputed dates of birth were the result of share restrictions prohibiting release of day of birth.

The urban/rural status and national neighbourhood income quintile of the child\'s or youth\'s residence at time of diagnosis of the first cancer was obtained by linking residential postal code, as registered in the CCR, with the appropriate vintage of the Postal Code Conversion File Plus [@bib0014]. Residences situated in census metropolitan/agglomeration areas were classified as urban while all others were classified as "small town/rural" [@bib0015]. National neighbourhood income quintile is based on neighbourhood household income, as measured in the Census, adjusted for household size. The top two quintiles formed the higher income group while the remaining quintiles comprised the lower income group. Population estimates were based on census data adjusted for census net undercoverage [@bib0007].

Since our study involved the analysis of secondary data and did not involve contacting cohort members, consideration and approval by an ethics review board was not required. Our data sharing agreement prohibits us from making the microdata publicly available.

2.2. Cohort and cancer definitions {#sec0008}
----------------------------------

The cohort consisted of children and youth with a first cancer diagnosed between 1992 and 2014, prior to age 20 years, and with person-time at risk during the available follow-up period (1992 to 2014, inclusive). Types of cancer were defined using the International Classification of Childhood Cancer updated for new hematopoietic codes introduced by the World Health Organization in 2008 [@bib0016]. In situ bladder cancers were classified with invasive cancers of the bladder, as is generally done with adults, while all other unclassified cancers were grouped as "not elsewhere classified". Due to small numbers, all analyses are presented using the main diagnostic groups. [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} lists the official and abbreviated diagnostic group names. For brevity, the latter are used hereafter.Table 1International classification of childhood cancer main diagnostic groups.Table 1Main diagnostic groupAbbreviationILeukaemias, myeloproliferative diseases, and myelodysplastic diseasesLeukaemiaIILymphomas and reticuloendothelial neoplasmsLymphomaIIICNS and miscellaneous intracranial and intraspinal neoplasmsCNSIVNeuroblastoma and other peripheral nervous cell tumoursPeripheral nervous cellVRetinoblastomaRetinoblastomaVIRenal tumoursRenalVIIHepatic tumoursHepaticVIIIMalignant bone tumoursBoneIXSoft tissue and other extraosseous sarcomasSoft tissueXGerm cell tumours, trophoblastic tumours, and neoplasms of gonadsGerm cellXIOther malignant epithelial neoplasms and malignant melanomasCarcinomasXIIOther and unspecified malignant neoplasmsOther[^1]

Since comprehensive examinations at diagnosis of the first cancer can inflate the estimated risk of a second cancer in early follow-up, cancers diagnosed within 60 days of the first registered cancer for a person were considered part of the initial diagnostic work-up (i.e. synchronous cancers), irrespective of diagnostic group. Thus, a child or youth was not at risk for a second cancer during this 60 day period which was removed from his/her person-time at risk for a second cancer. The next cancer diagnosed after the synchronous period was considered a second cancer. Again, additional cancers diagnosed within 60 days of the second cancer were considered part of the diagnostic work-up for the second cancer. Although somewhat arbitrary, a two-month/60 day synchronous period has been used previously [@bib0017], [@bib0018], [@bib0019].

2.3. Analyses {#sec0009}
-------------

### 2.3.1. Standardized incidence ratios (SIR) and absolute excess risk (AER) {#sec0010}

The cohort was followed from the end of the synchronous period to the earliest of three events: date of diagnosis of a second cancer, date of death, or end of follow-up (December 31, 2014). Consequently, only those surviving the synchronous period and contributing person-time prior to the end of 2014 are included in this study. Person-time at risk for a second cancer was grouped by sex, attained 5-year age group (0--4, 5--9,..., 80--84, 85+) and attained calendar period (1992--1994, 1995--1999, 2000--2004, 2005--2009, and 2010--2014). Standard rates for first cancers were based on first cancers registered in the CCR, similarly grouped by sex, age at diagnosis and calendar period of diagnosis, and corresponding population estimates. Synchronous cancers associated with the first cancer registered for a person contributed to the standard rates. Previous research has not necessarily developed standard rates using first cancers only, perhaps because the cohorts were not necessarily limited to persons with first cancers. Since our cohort was selected based on the first cancer registered for a person, standard rates were also based on the first cancer(s) registered for a person. We acknowledge that there is uncertainty in a cancer\'s true sequence caused by such factors as cancer registry inception date and migration; however, including subsequent cancers would bias upward our standard rates for first cancers in the general population. Standard rates were applied to the cohort\'s person-time at risk to obtain the expected number of second cancers under the assumption that the risk of second cancers in the cohort is no different than the risk of first cancers in the general population. SIRs are estimated as the observed relative to expected number of second cancers and corresponding confidence intervals assume observed counts are Poisson random variables and expected counts are measured without error.

AER is calculated as the difference between the observed and expected count expressed relative to the corresponding person-years at risk. The standard error of the difference in counts is estimated as the square root of the sum of the counts while the 95% confidence limits assume a normal distribution. These limits, expressed relative to the corresponding person-years at risk, form the 95% confidence interval for the AER [@bib0020].

The SIR and AER provide different perspectives. The SIR measures the strength of association between first and second cancers whereas the AER measures the absolute increase in risk of a second cancer. Since a large SIR can translate to a low AER if the background risk in the general population is low, setting priorities using the AER would be more useful if the goal is to reduce the number of excess second cancers. SIRs and AERs (per 10,000 person-years) for all second cancers combined are estimated by sex, age at initial diagnosis (0--4, 5--9, 10--14 and 15--19 years), diagnostic group of first cancer, calendar period of diagnosis (1992--1994, 1995--1999, 2000--2004, 2005--2009, 2010--2014), and time since diagnosis (61 days--1 year, \>1--5, \>5--10, \>10). For the cohort as a whole and the larger subgroups diagnosed with certain types of first cancers, SIRs and AERs for specific types of second cancers are also estimated. People with synchronous first or second cancers contributed to estimates for all relevant diagnostic groups. SIRs and AERs were not estimated by rural/urban status or income level because of the lack of readily available corresponding population estimates.

### 2.3.2. Cumulative probabilities {#sec0011}

The cumulative probability of being diagnosed with a second cancer is estimated using the cumulative incidence function [@bib0021] and 95% confidence intervals are estimated according to Hosmer, Lemeshow, and May [@bib0022]. In the presence of competing risks --- in our case death --- the cumulative incidence function provides more accurate estimates than the complement of the Kaplan-Meier function which overestimates cumulative probability [@bib0023], [@bib0024], [@bib0025]. Cumulative probabilities of a second cancer are estimated by sex, age at initial diagnosis, diagnostic group of first cancer, synchronous first cancers status (yes/no), calendar period of diagnosis, rural/urban residence at diagnosis, and neighbourhood income at diagnosis.

### 2.3.3. Proportional hazards regression {#sec0012}

To identify factors associated with the hazard of a second cancer, Cox proportional hazards regression was performed for the cohort as a whole and for each of the diagnostic groups with adequate second cancer events. Considering the relatively small number of second cancers, we used a forward selection procedure (alpha=0•05 to enter) to identify the most important explanatory variables: sex, age at diagnosis, calendar period of diagnosis, rural/urban residence at diagnosis, neighbourhood income at diagnosis, presence of synchronous first cancers, and, for the cohort as a whole, diagnostic group of first registered cancer. Considered variables were based on past research, data availability, and the desire to assess associations with proximity to healthcare (urban/rural residence), financial resources (neighbourhood income), and severity of initial condition (synchronous first cancers). The algorithm could select from three options for defining age at diagnosis (0--9 and 10--19 years; 0--4, 5--9, 10--14 and 15--19 years; continuous) and two options for defining calendar period of diagnosis (1992--1994, 1995--1999, 2000--2004, 2005--2009 and 2010--2014; 1992--2004 and 2005--2014). To maximize the number of records used in the regression, missing rural/urban status of residence at time of diagnosis (369 people) was classified as rural if the postal code indicated a rural route (i.e. second character is zero); otherwise, the more prevalent urban category was assumed. Missing income information at diagnosis (509 people) was classified in the more prevalent lower income category. Once the explanatory variables were selected, violations of the proportional hazards assumption were evaluated by examining the magnitude and significance of Pearson correlation coefficients between time to second cancer and unweighted/weighted/rescaled Schoenfeld residuals; and examining plots of smoothed rescaled Schoenfeld residuals versus time to identify changes in the effect of a variable over time. Variables violating the proportional hazards assumption were addressed by adding interaction terms with time. Firth\'s bias correction was used for monotone likelihoods \[[@bib0024],[@bib0026]\]. Only models with at least one selected explanatory variable and at least five second cancers per explanatory variable are presented [@bib0027].

To identify factors associated with the cumulative incidence of a second cancer in the presence of the competing event of death, proportional subdistribution hazards regression was used \[[@bib0023],[@bib0024]\]. Whereas Cox proportional hazards regression examines the instantaneous rate of a second cancer among those still at risk, proportional subdistribution hazards regression is useful for predicting cumulative incidence and thus may be more clinically relevant [@bib0023]. It is possible for a variable to have different effects on the cumulative incidence and hazard of an event [@bib0023]. For example, a factor that has no causal effect on second cancers may be associated with the cumulative incidence of a second cancer because the factor reduces the risk of the competing event of death and thus increases the opportunity for a second cancer. The modelling approach was the same as that described for Cox proportional hazards regression.

### 2.3.4. Confidentiality measures {#sec0013}

Small counts of second cancers limited analyses to a Canadian level. For confidentiality reasons, all reported observed counts are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Estimates based on actual counts less than five are suppressed. Unless specifically stated, all other reported estimates are based on actual data.

### 2.3.5. Software {#sec0014}

Analyses were performed using SAS 9•3 [@bib0028]. Cumulative probabilities were estimated using the SAS macro %CIF [@bib0025] while proportional and nonproportional subdistribution hazards regression were performed using the SAS macro %PSHREG [@bib0024].

3. Results {#sec0015}
==========

A total of 22,635 children and youth contributed 204,309•1 person-years of follow-up between January 1, 1992 and December 31, 2014 ([Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). The cohort included slightly more males than females (53•7% vs 46•3%) and higher proportions diagnosed at the extremes of the age-range of interest --- over 30% in each of the 0--4 and 15--19 years age groups. For about 60% of the children and youth, the first registered cancer was leukaemia, lymphoma or originated in the central nervous system. Less than 1•0% had more than one cancer diagnosed during the synchronous period. At the time of diagnosis, 80•9% lived in an urban area and 46•6% lived in neighbourhoods classified in the upper two income quintiles. As of Dec 31, 2014, those that had developed a second cancer were more likely to be female, initially diagnosed with certain types of cancer (lymphoma, peripheral nervous cell, bone, and soft tissue), and diagnosed in the more distant past ([Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}). Of the 22,635 persons in the cohort, 395 (1•7%) were diagnosed with a second cancer and 3915 died (17•3%) with median time to event of 6•7 years (IQR: 1•5--13•0) and 1•3 years (IQR: 0•6--2•8), respectively ([Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"}). With respect to migration, 3•5% of those diagnosed with a second cancer were residing in a different province/territory and 3•3% of decedents died outside their original province/territory of residence or had an unknown place of death.Table 2Characteristics of Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence by second cancer status, 1992--2014.Table 2Total cohortSecond cancer statusNoYes*N*% *N*[a](#tb2fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}PY% PY*N*% *NN*% *Np*-value[b](#tb2fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}Total cohort22,635100•0204,309•1100•022,240100•0395100•0Sex0•0002 males12,15053•7108,287•453•011,97553•817544•3 females10,48046•396,021•747•010,26546•222055•7Age group at diagnosis (years)0•6914 0--4691530•663,623•331•1679530•611529•1 5--9396017•536,049•417•6389517•56015•2 10--14430519•038,482•118•8422519•08020•3 15--19746033•066,154•332•4732532•913534•2Diagnostic group of first cancer[c](#tb2fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}\<0•0001 leukaemia596526•453,713•326•3590026•56516•5 lymphoma380016•836,545•517•9371516•79022•8 CNS366016•230,163•814•8361016•25513•9 peripheral nervous cell10604•78519•94•210304•6307•6 retinoblastoma3701•64234•52•13601•651•3 renal8853•99304•84•68753•9102•5 hepatic2651•22171•11•12651•2---[d](#tb2fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}--- bone12055•39338•44•611705•3358•9 soft tissue14206•311,616•25•713706•24511•4 germ cell14756•514,669•37•214556•5205•1 carcinomas21959•720,951•710•321609•7307•6 other/NEC3301•53080•51•53251•551•3Synchronous first cancers[e](#tb2fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}0•0002 no22,52599.5203,854.599.822,13599.539098.7 yes1150.5454.60.21050.5102.5Neighbourhood income at diagnosis[f](#tb2fn6){ref-type="table-fn"}0•1162 lower12,09053•4109,713•553•711,86553•323058•2 higher10,54046•694,595•746•310,37546•717043•0Rural/urban residence at diagnosis0•8638 rural432519•141,036•820•1424519•18020•3 urban18,31080•9163,272•379•917,99080•932081•0Calendar period of diagnosis\<0•0001 1992--1994273512•144,845•421•9265511•98521•5 1995--1999476021•065,550•932•1464520•911529•1 2000--2004477021•149,705•824•3470021•17519•0 2005--2009500522•131,942•415•6493522•27519•0 2010--2014536523•712,264•66•0531023•95513•9Time since diagnosis (years)---[g](#tb2fn7){ref-type="table-fn"} 61days-122,635100•018,007•08•822,235100•0395100•0 \>1--520,38090•067,452•833•020,05090•233083•5 \>5--1014,17562•659,040•328•913,94062•723058•2 \>10961042•559,809•129•3946542•614536•7[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9]Table 3Follow-up status of Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence, 1992--2014.Table 3Status*N*%[a](#tb3fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}Percentiles of time to event (years)25th50th75thCensored18,32581•04•610•016•1Second cancer3951•71•56•713•0Died391517•30•61•32•8 Total22,635100•02•67•814•8[^10][^11]

During the follow-up period, about 400 second cancers were diagnosed producing a SIR of 6•5 (95% CI: 5•8--7•1) and an AER of 16•5 (95% CI: 14•4--18•5) cancers per 10,000 person-years of follow-up ([Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}). Less than five cohort members had more than one cancer diagnosed in the second synchronous period. The SIR was highest for those aged 0--4 years at diagnosis (SIR = 010•6, 95% CI: 8•8--12•7) and lowest in those aged 15--19 years at diagnosis (SIR = 4•3, 95% CI: 3•6--5•1). For the cohort as a whole, sites at greatest risk of second cancers included: peripheral nervous cell (SIR = 22•8, 95% CI: 12•4--38•2); soft tissue (SIR = 15•5, 95% CI: 11•3--20•7); and bone (SIR = 14•2, 95% CI: 9•4--20•7). However, the diagnostic group accounting for the greatest AER (6•0, 95% CI: 4•8--7•3) and greatest proportion (37•5%) of second cancers was carcinomas --- the most common sites being thyroid (50•7% of cases), breast (13•7%), oral cavity and pharynx (8•2%), colon and rectum (6•2%), and skin (6•2%) (data not shown). Children and youth first diagnosed with cancers of the peripheral nervous cell (SIR = 20•1, 95% CI: 13•7--28•6), soft tissue (SIR = 13•2, 95% CI: 9•8--17•6), bone (SIR = 12•2, 95% CI: 8•6--16•7), and retinoblastoma (SIR = 10•8, 95% CI: 4•7--21•2) experienced rates of second cancers that were more than 10 times greater than expected. The SIR is substantially higher for cohort members diagnosed in more recent calendar periods (2005--2009 and 2010--2014). At least part of this is attributed to differences in the distribution of follow-up time across calendar periods of diagnosis. Specifically, persons diagnosed more recently will have a greater proportion of their follow-up time occurring within the first year of diagnosis when the SIR is 20•4 (95% CI: 15•8 to 25•8).Table 4SIRs and AERs for second cancers in Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence by demographic, diagnostic, and temporal characteristics, 1992--2014.Table 4*N*PYsObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsTotal cohort22,635204,309•14006•5 (5•8--7•1)16•5 (14•4 to 18•5)Sex males12,150108,287•41756•0 (5•2--7•0)13•6 (11•0 to 16•2) females10,48096,021•72206•9 (6•0--7•8)19•7 (16•4 to 22•9)Age group at diagnosis (years) 0--4691563,623•311510•6 (8•8--12•7)16•5 (13•0 to 20•0) 5--9396036,049•4659•0 (6•9--11•5)15•8 (11•2 to 20•4) 10--14430538,482•1856•8 (5•4--8•5)18•0 (13•0 to 22•9) 15--19746066,154•31354•3 (3•6--5•1)15•9 (12•1 to 19•8)Diagnostic group of second cancer[a](#tb4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} leukaemia22,635204,309•1608•5 (6•5--11•0)2•5 (1•8 to 3•3) lymphoma22,635204,309•1353•2 (2•2--4•5)1•1 (0•5 to1•7) CNS22,635204,309•1357•3 (5•2--10•1)1•6 (1•0 to 2•2) peripheral nervous cell22,635204,309•11522•8 (12•4--38•2)0•7 (0•3 to 1•0) retinoblastoma22,635204,309•1---[b](#tb4fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}------ renal22,635204,309•1107•9 (3•6--14•9)0•4 (0•1 to 0•7) hepatic22,635204,309•1--------- bone22,635204,309•12514•2 (9•4--20•7)1•2 (0•7 to 1•7) soft tissue22,635204,309•14515•5 (11•3--20•7)2•1 (1•4 to 2•7) germ cell22,635204,309•1151•7 (0•9--2•8)0•3 (−0•2 to 0•7) carcinomas22,635204,309•11506•3 (5•3--7•4)6•0 (4•8 to 7•3) other22,635204,309•1109•1 (4•4--16•8)0•4 (0•1 to 0•8)Diagnostic group of first cancer[a](#tb4fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} leukaemia596553,721•6605•1 (3•9--6•5)9•3 (6•1 to 12•4) lymphoma380536,570•4856•3 (5•1--7•8)20•3 (14•9 to 25•7) CNS367030,185•9506•6 (4•9--8•6)14•6 (9•6 to 19•6) peripheral nervous cell10608526•73020•1 (13•7--28•6)34•6 (21•4 to 47•7) retinoblastoma3704238•4510•8 (4•7--21•2)17•1 (3•4 to 30•8) renal8859304•8107•1 (3•8--12•2)12•0 (3•9 to 20•1) hepatic2652171•1--------- bone12109349•23512•2 (8•6--16•7)37•3 (23•9 to 50•7) soft tissue144511,711•25013•2 (9•8--17•6)37•9 (25•9 to 49•9) germ cell148014,674•4203•7 (2•3--5•6)10•4 (3•5 to 17•3) carcinomas219520,958•1303•2 (2•2--4•6)10•2 (4•2 to 16•2) other2952922•0---------Calendar period of diagnosis 1992--1994273544,845•4855•0 (4•0--6•1)15•3 (10•9 to 19•8) 1995--1999476065,550•91155•4 (4•5--6•5)14•2 (10•7 to 17•7) 2000--2004477049,705•8755•6 (4•4--7•0)12•4 (8•7 to 16•1) 2005--2009500531,942•4709•9 (7•8--12•5)20•3 (14•8 to 25•7) 2010--2014536512,264•65019•5 (14•5--25•6)39•4 (27•7 to 51•2)Time since diagnosis (years) 61 days −1 year22,63518,007•06520•4 (15•8--25•8)35•9 (26•7 to 45•1) \>1--520,38067,452•8957•3 (5•9--8•9)12•5 (9•5 to 15•6) \>5--1014,17559,040•3805•3 (4•2--6•6)11•3 (8•0 to 14•6) \>10961059,809•11505•1 (4•3--6•0)20•2 (15•8 to 24•6)[^12][^13][^14]

Although sparse data prevents definitive statements, the relationship between SIRs and demographic, temporal and diagnostic characteristics varied by type of first cancer ([Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). As examples, for children and youth with leukaemia as their first cancer, SIRs did not vary substantially by age at diagnosis and were greatest for the diagnostic groups central nervous system and carcinomas; first cancers in peripheral nervous tissue markedly increased the risk of another peripheral nervous cell cancer (SIR = 169•0, 95% CI: 90•0--288•9); first cancers in bone considerably increased the risk of leukaemia (SIR = 59•5, 95% CI: 34•0--96•6) and soft tissue cancers (SIR = 69•1, 95% CI: 33•1--127•1); and, first cancers in soft tissue noticeably increased the risk of bone (SIR = 107•3, 95% CI: 55•5--187•5) and soft tissue (SIR = 58•7, 95% CI: 28•1--107•9) cancers. A drill down analysis of the group with first and second cancers classified as "peripheral nervous cell" (*N*  =  15) indicated all first and second cancers were classified as neuroblastomas and ganglioneuroblastomas (ICD-O histology codes 9500 or 9490) and follow-up time to second cancer was relatively short (median = 1.3 years, IQR: 0.5--2.3). Nonetheless, the second cancers are classified as new primaries because site of origin adequately differed according to the International Rules for Multiple Primary Cancers. Children and youth diagnosed with first cancers affecting peripheral nervous tissue, bone or soft tissue experienced an excess absolute risk of 35+ cancers per 10,000 person-years.Table 5SIRs and AERs for second cancers in Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence by selected types of first cancer, 1992--2014.Table 5Diagnostic group of first cancerLeukaemia\
(*N* = 5965; PYs=53,721•6)Lymphoma\
(*N* = 3805; PYs = 36,570•4)ObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsTotal cohort605•1 (3•9--6•5)9•3 (6•1 to 12•4)856•3 (5•1--7•8)20•3 (14•9 to 25•7)Sex males304•6 (3•1--6•6)8•0 (4•0 to 12•1)456•7 (4•9--9•0)18•3 (11•6 to 24•9) females305•5 (3•8--7•8)10•7 (5•8 to 15•7)406•0 (4•3--8•1)23•1 (14•0 to 32•2)Age group at diagnosis (years) 0--4204•3 (2•6--6•6)5•6 (1•9 to 9•2)1019•5 (9•4--35•9)32•4 (10•7 to 54•0) 5--9206•7 (3•9--10•8)11•1 (4•5 to 17•8)109•1 (4•2--17•3)16•3 (3•7 to 28•9) 10--14155•6 (3•0--9•5)13•5 (3•8 to 23•2)259•5 (6•2--13•9)26•2 (14•4 to 38•1) 15--19104•5 (2•4--7•6)15•1 (3•4 to 26•9)404•5 (3•2--6•0)16•8 (9•7 to 24•0)Calendar period of diagnosis 1992--1994207•2 (4•6--10•9)17•5 (8•6 to 26•3)205•7 (3•6--8•6)23•7 (11•0 to 36•5) 1995--1999152•9 (1•5--5•0)4•5 (−0•0 to 9•0)306•8 (4•6--9•6)24•1 (13•6 to 34•6) 2000--2004154•5 (2•3--7•9)7•2 (1•4 to 13•0)154•5 (2•4--7•5)11•5 (2•9 to 20•1) 2005--200955•1 (2•2--10•1)7•6 (0•5 to 14•8)106•1 (2•8--11•6)13•6 (2•1 to 25•1) 2010--2014510•4 (4•2--21•4)18•4 (2•6 to 34•1)1019•7 (9•5--36•3)41•9 (13•9 to 69•9)Time since diagnosis (years) 61 days −1 year58•1 (3•3--16•8)12•9 (1•4 to 24•5)1022•7 (12•1--38•8)40•6 (17•0 to 64•3) \>1--553•0 (1•4--5•8)3•4 (−0•4 to 7•2)103•3 (1•5--6•3)5•2 (−0•3 to 10•8) \>5--10156•1 (3•6--9•7)9•7 (3•9 to 15•5)154•1 (2•3--6•8)10•5 (2•7 to 18•4) \>10255•1 (3•4--7•4)14•5 (7•2 to 21•8)507•3 (5•5--9•7)41•1 (27•1 to 55•0)Diagnostic group of second cancer[a](#tb5fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} leukaemia53•1 (1•1--6•7)0•8 (−0•3 to 1•8)108•2 (3•8--15•6)2•2 (0•5 to 3•9) lymphoma52•8 (1•0--6•0)0•7 (−0•3 to 1•8)104•4 (2•1--8•1)2•1 (0•2 to 4•0) CNS109•4 (5•0--16•0)2•2 (0•8 to 3•5)--[b](#tb5fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}---- peripheral nervous cell------------ retinoblastoma------------ renal------------ hepatic------------ bone------------ soft tissue------58•3 (2•7--19•4)1•2 (−0•1 to 2•5) germ cell------------ carcinomas308•5 (5•6--12•2)4•6 (2•6 to 6•6)559•0 (6•8--11•7)13•1 (9•0 to 17•3) other------------Diagnostic group of first cancerCNS\
(*N* = 3670; PYs = 30,185•9)Peripheral nervous cell\
(*N* = 1060; PYs = 8526•7)ObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsTotal cohort506•6 (4•9--8•6)14•6 (9•6 to 19•6)3020•1 (13•7--28•6)34•6 (21•4 to 47•7)Sex males205•5 (3•5--8•4)11•2 (5•0 to 17•3)1517•6 (9•6--29•5)30•6 (13•1 to 48•1) females307•6 (5•1--10•9)18•6 (10•4 to 26•7)1522•9 (13•3--36•6)38•6 (19•0 to 58•1)Age group at diagnosis (years) 0--42015•5 (9•7--23•5)24•9 (13•4 to 36•4)2519•8 (12•8--29•3)32•6 (18•8 to 46•3) 5--9157•5 (4•0--12•8)12•8 (4•3 to 21•4)------ 10--1453•4 (1•5--6•6)7•3 (−0•9 to 15•4)------ 15--19103•8 (1•7--7•1)12•2 (−0•0 to 24•5)------Calendar period of diagnosis 1992--1994103•4 (1•5--6•8)8•2 (−0•9 to 17•3)------ 1995--1999207•1 (4•3--11•1)16•8 (7•4 to 26•2)1016•1 (7•0--31•8)27•5 (6•6 to 48•4) 2000--200453•6 (1•3--7•8)6•1 (−1•5 to 13•7)------ 2005--20091515•1 (8•2--25•3)27•9 (11•7 to 44•0)1032•9 (15•1--62•5)56•2 (17•8 to 94•6) 2010--2014515•4 (5•0--35•8)27•2 (0•9 to 53•4)1069•0 (29•8--136•0)148•3 (43•3 to 253•3)Time since diagnosis (years) 0--11019•0 (8•7--36•1)30•0 (8•8 to 51•2)546•7 (20•2--92•0)92•8 (26•4 to 159•1) \>1--5107•0 (3•6--12•2)10•3 (3•0 to 17•6)1022•2 (11•4--38•7)38•2 (15•1 to 61•4) \>5--10156•8 (3•6--11•6)12•9 (4•1 to 21•7)515•7 (5•1--36•6)19•7 (0•7 to 38•7) \>10204•7 (2•8--7•5)16•1 (5•7 to 26•5)511•8 (4•3--25•7)23•8 (2•1 to 45•4)Diagnostic group of second cancer leukaemia106•0 (2•2--13•0)1•7 (−0•1 to 3•4)1017•0 (6•8--35•0)7•7 (1•5 to 14•0) lymphoma------------ CNS1011•9 (5•5--22•6)2•7 (0•7 to 4•8)------ peripheral nervous cell------15169•0 (90•0--288•9)15•2 (6•8 to 23•5) retinoblastoma------------ renal------------ hepatic------------ bone------------ soft tissue1027•2 (13•6--48•7)3•5 (1•3 to 5•7)------ germ cell------------ carcinomas154•6 (2•4--8•1)3•1 (0•6 to 5•6)------ other------------Diagnostic group of first cancerBone\
(*N* = 1210; PYs = 9349•2)Soft tissue\
(*N* = 1445; PYs = 11,711•2)ObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsTotal cohort3512•2 (8•6--16•7)37•3 (23•9 to 50•7)5013•2 (9•8--17•6)37•9 (25•9 to 49•9)Sex males1510•8 (6•3--17•3)30•0 (13•6 to 46•4)2513•0 (8•2--19•4)33•2 (17•9 to 48•4) females2013•6 (8•4--20•7)46•3 (24•1 to 68•4)2513•5 (8•7--20•0)43•5 (24•4 to 62•6)Age group at diagnosis (years) 0--4------1534•7 (19•8--56•4)58•7 (28•7 to 88•8) 5--9------1015•9 (6•8--31•2)29•5 (7•0 to 52•1) 10--141513•1 (7•2--22•0)37•7 (15•5 to 59•9)1515•0 (8•0--25•7)44•6 (17•8 to 71•5) 15--192012•0 (7•2--18•8)48•7 (23•9 to 73•6)156•1 (3•1--11•0)24•2 (5•8 to 42•6)Calendar period of diagnosis 1992--199456•1 (2•2--13•3)22•4 (−0•7 to 45•5)159•9 (4•9--17•7)33•9 (10•5 to 57•3) 1995--199957•3 (3•1--14•4)22•8 (3•3 to 42•4)107•9 (3•8--14•5)23•2 (5•7 to 40•8) 2000--20041018•7 (9•3--33•4)49•7 (17•9 to 81•6)1016•3 (8•4--28•5)41•8 (15•8 to 67•7) 2005--20091031•8 (15•9--56•9)73•0 (27•8 to 118•3)1022•2 (9•6--43•7)47•0 (12•1 to 81•8) 2010--2014------547•5 (19•1--98•0)95•3 (22•4 to 168•2)Time since diagnosis (years) 0--1------1564•2 (34•2--109•8)113•4 (50•3 to 176•4) \>1--52029•9 (18•0--46•8)58•6 (30•9 to 86•3)1518•8 (10•3--31•5)34•8 (15•0 to 54•6) \>5--10108•0 (2•9--17•4)20•7 (0•6 to 40•7)1011•4 (5•5--21•0)28•0 (8•1 to 47•8) \>10106•4 (3•0--11•7)31•1 (6•5 to 55•7)106•1 (3•1--10•9)26•2 (6•2 to 46•2)Diagnostic group of second cancer leukaemia1559•5 (34•0--96•6)16•8 (8•4 to 25•3)513•0 (4•2--30•2)3•9 (0•1 to 7•8) lymphoma------------ CNS------------ peripheral nervous cell------------ retinoblastoma------------ renal------------ hepatic------------ bone------15107•3 (55•5--187•5)10•2 (4•3 to 16•0) soft tissue1069•1 (33•1--127•1)10•5 (3•9 to 17•2)1058•7 (28•1--107•9)8•4 (3•1 to 13•7) germ cell------------ carcinomas106•4 (2•8--12•7)7•2 (0•9 to 13•6)108•7 (4•5--15•2)9•1 (2•9 to 15•2) other------------Diagnostic group of first cancerGerm cell\
(*N* = 1480; PYs = 14,674•4)Carcinomas\
(*N* = 2195; PYs = 20,958•1)ObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsObsSIR (95% CI)AER (95% CI)\
per 10,000 PYsTotal cohort203•7 (2•3--5•6)10•4 (3•5 to 17•3)303•2 (2•2--4•6)10•2 (4•2 to 16•2)Sex males103•4 (1•8--6•0)8•9 (0•8 to 17•0)51•9 (0•6--4•5)3•4 (−4•3 to 11•1) females104•1 (1•9--7•8)13•3 (0•5 to 26•1)253•7 (2•4--5•4)13•6 (5•5 to 21•7)Age group at diagnosis (years) 0--4------------ 5--9------------ 10--14------------ 15--19153•7 (2•1--5•9)12•2 (2•9 to 21•5)202•7 (1•7--4•1)8•9 (2•0 to 15•8)Calendar period of diagnosis 1992--1994------51•9 (0•6--4•4)5•4 (−7•2 to 18•0) 1995--1999104•1 (1•8--8•1)12•8 (−0•3 to 25•9)102•8 (1•3--5•3)9•3 (−1•7 to 20•4) 2000--200454•2 (1•4--9•8)11•0 (−3•1 to 25•1)53•1 (1•2--6•3)8•6 (−2•3 to 19•4) 2005--2009------54•5 (1•5--10•6)10•9 (−2•7 to 24•4) 2010--2014------514•3 (4•7--33•4)33•5 (0•8 to 66•1)Time since diagnosis (years) 0--1------1019•4 (7•8--39•9)37•6 (7•5 to 67•7) \>1--5106•7 (2•9--13•1)14•1 (1•8 to 26•5)53•3 (1•2--7•1)5•9 (−1•9 to 13•7) \>5--10------53•5 (1•6--6•7)10•4 (−0•4 to 21•2) \>1052•9 (1•2--5•7)11•9 (−2•8 to 26•6)101•8 (0•8--3•5)6•9 (−5•3 to 19•2)Diagnostic group of second cancer leukaemia------------ lymphoma------------ CNS------------ peripheral nervous cell------------ retinoblastoma------------ renal------------ hepatic------------ bone------------ soft tissue------------ germ cell------------ carcinomas103•6 (1•5--7•0)3•9 (−0•4 to 8•2)153•5 (2•0--5•5)6•1 (1•6 to 10•6) other------------[^15][^16][^17]

At 22•6 years of follow-up, the cumulative probability of a second cancer was 4•8% (95% CI: 3•8--6•0) ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}a). Females, those diagnosed with more than one cancer during the initial synchronous period, and those diagnosed in more recent calendar periods had significantly (*p* \< 0•05) higher cumulative probability of a second cancer ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}b, e, and f). Diagnostic groups with consistently higher cumulative probability over time included soft tissue, peripheral nervous cell, and bone while retinoblastoma and lymphoma started trending higher after 13 years of follow-up ([Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"}d). Cumulative probability reached 8•1% (95% CI: 3•3--15•6) at about 4 years of follow-up for those diagnosed with synchronous first cancers and 8•4% (95% CI: 6•1--11•1) at about 22 years of follow-up for those first diagnosed with lymphoma.Fig. 1Cumulative probability of a second cancer in Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence, 1992 to 2014. P-values are based on Gray\'s test for equality of cumulative incidence functions. CI = confidence interval; CP = cumulative probability; *E* = number of people experiencing a second cancer; *N* = number of people at risk at the start of follow-up.^a^Defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}): 1--leukeamia; 2--lymphoma; 3--central nervous system; 4--peripheral nervous cell; 5--retinoblastoma; 6-renal; 7--hepatic; 8--bone; 9--soft tissue; 10--germ cell; 11--carcinomas; 12--other. Children and youth diagnosed with multiple cancers during the synchronous period were classified based on the first registered cancer. Diagnostic groups with fewer than five second cancers are suppressed.^b^Synchronous first cancers are defined as more than one cancer diagnosed during the 60 day synchronous period.^c^Lower income includes the lowest three neighbourhood income quintiles while higher income includes the upper two neighbourhood income quintiles.Fig 1

Whether examining the hazard or cumulative incidence of a second cancer, regression analyses produced similar results ([Tables 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}, respectively). For the cohort as a whole, being female, being diagnosed in more recent calendar periods, having synchronous first cancers, and being diagnosed with certain types of cancer significantly increased the hazard ([Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"}) and cumulative incidence of a second cancer ([Table 7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}). The difference in magnitude of the hazard ratios and subdistribution hazard ratios are attributable to the competing risk of death. Specifically, relative to their counterparts, females, those diagnosed more recently, those without synchronous first cancers, and several diagnostic groups (lymphomas, retinoblastoma, renal tumours, germ cell tumours, and carcinomas) have a decreased hazard of death and thus an increased opportunity to develop a second cancer (data not shown). Evaluation of the proportional hazards assumption suggested that the hazard of several types of cancer, relative to leukaemia, decreased over time; consequently, the reported regression coefficients represent the average hazard of a second cancer over time relative to those diagnosed with leukemia [@bib0026].Table 6Factors associated with the hazard of a second cancer in Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence by selected types of first cancer, 1992--2014.Table 6EventsCrude HR (95% CI)p-valueAdjusted HR (95% CI)*p*-valueAll (*N* = 22,635; *E* = 395)Sex0•00070•0003 male175---[a](#tb6fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}--- female2201•408 (1•155--1•718)1•439 (1•179--1•760)Diagnostic group of first cancer[b](#tb6fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}\<0•0001\<0•0001 leukaemia60------------ lymphoma852•093 (1•516--2•907)\<0•00012•125 (1•539--2•953)\<0•0001 CNS501•476 (1•018--2•132)0•03801•478 (1•019--2•134)0•0374 peripheral nervous cell303•128 (2•008--4•773)\<0•00013•020 (1•938--4•609)\<0•0001 retinoblastoma51•427 (0•594--2•907)0•37171•448 (0•603--2•949)0•3531 renal101•104 (0•566--1•972)0•75551•102 (0•565--1•970)0•7598 hepatic~\*~[c](#tb6fn3){ref-type="table-fn"} bone353•336 (2•201--4•984)\<0•00013•322 (2•191--4•965)\<0•0001 soft tissue503•427 (2•335--4•996)\<0•00013•331 (2•265--4•866)\<0•0001 germ cell201•182 (0•696--1•920)0•51711•223 (0•721--1•988)0•4344 carcinomas301•299 (0•834--1•982)0•23441•193 (0•765--1•824)0•4216 other/NEC51•489 (0•521--3•352)0•39431•353 (0•473--3•047)0•5147Calendar period of diagnosis\<0•0001\<0•0001 1992--2004275------ 2005--20141202•100 (1•613--2•738)2•084 (1•598--2•719)Synchronous first cancers[d](#tb6fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}\<0•00010•0001 no390------ yes57•567 (3•222--14•770)4•814 (2•042--9•509)Leukaemia (*N* = 5965; *E* = 60)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00160•0015 1992--199425------ 1995--1999100•385 (0•181--0•787)0•00980•383 (0•180--0•783)0•0095 2000--2004100•621 (0•279--1•355)0•26710•595 (0•267--1•298)0•2235 2005--2009101•077 (0•399--2•775)0•88171•048 (0•388--2•698)0•9248 2010--201452•960 (0•903--9•835)0•05012•899 (0•886--9•620)0•0527Age at diagnosis601•073 (1•027--1•119)0•00100•9739Age at diagnosis\*Time0•0421Age at diagnosis over time (HR per 1 year increase in age)0•0421 At 0 years of follow-up1•001 (0•922--1•082) 1 year1•009 (0•934--1•084) 5 years1•039 (0•983--1•094) 10 years1•078 (1•032--1•125) 15 years1•119 (1•055--1•187) 20 years1•161 (1•064--1•268)Lymphoma (*N* = 3805; *E* = 85)Calendar period of diagnosis0.00390•0039 1992--199425------ 1995--1999301•791 (0•957--3•531)0•06521•791 (0•957--3•531)0•0652 2000--2004151•681 (0•733--3•913)0•17661•681 (0•733--3•913)0•1766 2005--2009102•826 (1•020--7•775)0•02462•826 (1•020--7•775)0•0246 2010--2014107•160 (2•398--22•187)\<0•00017•160 (2•398--22•187)\<0•0001CNS (*N* = 3670; *E* = 50)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00360•0036 1992--200430------ 2005--2014202•983 (1•459--6•282)2•983 (1•459--6•282)Peripheral nervous cell (*N* = 1060; *E* = 30)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00210•0024 1992--200415------ 2005--2014153•400 (1•480--8•529)3•341 (1•451--8•403)Synchronous first cancers\<0•00010•0001 no30------ yes~\*~Carcinomas (*N* = 2195; *E* = 30)Sex0•04780•0362 male5------ female252•627 (1•098--7•769)2•811 (1•170--8•330)Age at diagnosis0•01540•0081 0--95------ 10--19250•336 (0•147--0•904)0•305 (0•133--0•822)[^18][^19][^20][^21][^22]Table 7Factors associated with the cumulative incidence of a second cancer in Canadians (excluding Quebec) diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence by selected types of first cancer, 1992--2014.Table 7EventsCrude SHR (95% CI)*p*-valueAdjusted SHR (95% CI)*p*-valueAll (*N* = 22,635; *E* = 395)Sex0•00030•0001 male175---[a](#tb7fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}--- female2201•445 (1•186--1•763)1•481 (1•213--1•811)Diagnostic group of first cancer[b](#tb7fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}\<0•0001\<0•0001 leukaemia60------ lymphoma852•261 (1•637--3•141)\<0•00012•294 (1•661--3•188)\<0•0001 CNS501•314 (0•906--1•898)0•14641•309 (0•902--1•890)0•1521 peripheral nervous cell302•829 (1•816--4•316)\<0•00012•730 (1•752--4•168)\<0•0001 retinoblastoma51•715 (0•714--3•493)0•17481•722 (0•717--3•507)0•1721 renal101•198 (0•615--2•141)0•56731•188 (0•610--2•124)0•5855 hepatic~\*~[c](#tb7fn3){ref-type="table-fn"} bone352•879 (1•900--4•301)\<0•00012•840 (1•873--4•245)\<0•0001 soft tissue503•153 (2•149--4•597)\<0•00013•051 (2•076--4•454)\<0•0001 germ cell201•313 (0•774--2•133)0•28951•349 (0•794--2•192)0•2457 carcinomas301•440 (0•924--2•197)0•09741•309 (0•839--2•000)0•2208 other/NEC51•502 (0•525--3•381)0•38361•374 (0•480--3•094)0•4932Calendar period of diagnosis\<0•0001\<0•0001 1992--2004275------ 2005--20141202•178 (1•672--2•841)2•148 (1•648--2•804)Synchronous first cancers[d](#tb7fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}\<0•00010•0003 no390--- yes56•472 (2•764--12•64)4•286 (1•818--8•429)Leukaemia (*N* = 5965; *E* = 60)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00140•0015 1992--199425------ 1995--1999100•409 (0•193--0•836)0•01560•410 (0•193--0•837)0•0157 2000--2004100•707 (0•318--1•544)0•42130•696 (0•312--1•519)0•3984 2005--2009101•248 (0•461--3•230)0•65591•243 (0•459--3•217)0•6617 2010--201453•391 (1•027--11•363)0•02913•375 (1•022--11•308)0•0298Age at diagnosis601•054 (1•010--1•098)0•00940•9436Age at diagnosis\*Time0•0971Age at diagnosis over time (SHR per 1 year increase in age) At 0 years of follow-up0•997 (0•918--1•077) 1 year1•003 (0•929--1•077) 5 years1•027 (0•972--1•081) 10 years1•057 (1•013--1•103) 15 years1•089 (1•028--1•154) 20 years1•122 (1•030--1•223)Lymphoma (*N* = 3805; *E* = 85)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00250•0025 1992--199425------ 1995--1999301•854 (0•991--3•656)0•05061•854 (0•991--3•656)0•0506 2000--2004151•774 (0•774--4•134)0•13571•774 (0•774--4•134)0•1357 2005--2009103•032 (1•093--8•353)0•01653•032 (1•093--8•353)0•0165 2010--2014107•666 (2•559--23•839)\<0•00017•666 (2•559--23•839)\<0•0001CNS (*N* = 3670; *E* = 50)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00270•0027 1992--200430------ 2005--2014203•112 (1•518--6•564)3•112 (1•518--6•564)Peripheral nervous cell (*N* = 1060; *E* = 30)Calendar period of diagnosis0•00090•0012 1992--200415------ 2005--2014153•736 (1•620--9•412)3•640 (1•575--9•188)Synchronous first cancers0•00020•0004 no30------ yes~\*~Carcinomas (*N* = 2195; *E* = 30)Sex0•03870•0301 male5------ female252•746 (1•147--8•119)2•911 (1•213--8•622)Age at diagnosis0•01710•0094 0--95------ 10--19250•341 (0•149--0•918)0•312 (0•136--0•841)[^23][^24][^25][^26][^27]

Factors associated with a second cancer, which were selected by the modelling process, differed by type of first cancer ([Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}). The nature of the relationships, however, were consistent except for age. For children and youth diagnosed with leukaemia, being older at time of diagnosis did not significantly impact the hazard of a second cancer in the first five years of follow-up but a one-year increase in age at diagnosis was associated with a 7•8%, 11•9% and 16•1% increase in the hazard of a second cancer at 10, 15, and 20 years after diagnosis ([Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, for children and youth diagnosed with carcinomas, being diagnosed at an older age reduced the hazard of a second cancer by almost 70% ([Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"}). The most commonly selected variable across types of first cancer was calendar period of diagnosis and it consistently indicated a higher risk of second cancers for those diagnosed in more recent calendar periods. Rural/urban residence and neighbourhood income level at time of diagnosis were never selected into the models.

3.1. Sensitivity analysis {#sec0016}
-------------------------

We were surprised by the large SIRs in the first year of follow-up and most recent calendar period and wondered if changing registry practices of a large Canadian registry were driving the estimates. The Ontario Cancer Registry, which accounted for 52•3% of our cohort, experienced an increase in multiple primaries as a consequence of improved case ascertainment and adoption of the National Cancer Institute\'s Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Program multiple primary rules for cases diagnosed 2010 onward in order to be in line with the rest of North America \[[@bib0010],[@bib0011]\]. Post hoc drill-down analyses indicated that Ontario accounted for a disproportionate number of second cancers diagnosed during the first year of follow up (80•9%) --- the majority of which (56•4%) belonged to children and youth first diagnosed in 2010--2014. Further, Ontario accounted for 74•5% of second cancers among those first diagnosed in 2010--2014. After removing Ontario data from the estimation of SIRs (i.e. person-time at risk, standard rates, observed and expected second cancers), the overall SIR changed from 6•5 (95% CI: 5•8--7•1) to 5•7 (95% CI: 4•9--6•7) but larger changes were seen for the first year of follow up \[20•4 (95% CI: 15•8--25•8) to 8•6 (95% CI: 4•6--14•8)\] and calendar period 2010--2014 \[19•5 (95% CI: 14•5--25•6) to 12•2 (95% CI: 6•5--20•9).

4. Discussion {#sec0017}
=============

We found that Canadians diagnosed with a first cancer as children and youth experienced a risk of second cancers that was 6•5 (95% CI: 5•8--7•1) times greater than expected, suffered an AER of 16•5 cancers per 10,000 person-years (95% CI: 14•4--18•5), and demonstrated a 4•8% (95% CI: 3•8--6•0) cumulative probability of a second cancer at 22•6 years of follow-up. The risk of second cancers, the types of second cancers experienced, and the factors associated with being diagnosed with a second cancer differed by type of first cancer. We also found that being diagnosed with synchronous first cancers increased the hazard and cumulative incidence of a second cancer.

Comparing our findings with others is complicated by methodological differences. Others have limited their cohorts to those surviving from 6 months to 5 years after their initial cancer diagnosis \[[@bib0005],[@bib0006],[@bib0029], [@bib0030], [@bib0031], [@bib0032], [@bib0033], [@bib0034]\]; required cohort consent [@bib0005]; used more dated cohorts diagnosed prior to 2000 \[[@bib0005],[@bib0006],[@bib0032]\]; included all subsequent cancers \[[@bib0003],[@bib0005],[@bib0017],[@bib0034],[@bib0035]\]; included in situ tumours and/or non-melanoma skin cancers and/or all tumours arising in the brain and central nervous system \[[@bib0029],[@bib0031],[@bib0033]\]; relied on self-report to ascertain subsequent cancers \[[@bib0005],[@bib0033]\]; and, have rarely acknowledged or discussed the impact of multiple primary reporting rules \[[@bib0006],[@bib0017],[@bib0019],[@bib0035]\].

Despite our study occurring in a more recent time period, using more conservative multiple primary rules, including older youth, and being less impacted by migration, many of our findings are generally in line with Inskip et al. [@bib0017]. Using a US Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Program-based cohort, they found that the risk of subsequent cancers among those first diagnosed at age 0 to 17 years and followed from 1973 to 2000 was 6•07 times greater than expected; that the cohort experienced an AER of 14•96 per 10,000 person-years; and that the cumulative probability of a second cancer was 3•5% (95% CI: 3•0--4•1%) at 25 years. Our study, however, indicated a much higher SIR in the first year after diagnosis compared to Inskip et al. (20•4 vs. 5•39). Considering the earlier time period of diagnosis and follow-up (1973--2000) in the US study, it may be that changes in registry practices over time, advances in diagnostics, and changing treatment patterns are contributing to this difference. Our overall SIR is lower than that of previous research based on an Ontario cohort of paediatric cancer survivors diagnosed between 1985 and 2008 (SIR = 9•9, 95% CI: 8•6--11•4) [@bib0003] but methodological differences may explain the disparity. First, Pole et al\'s [@bib0003] research was limited to those diagnosed before the age of 15 and our findings indicate that this younger cohort would be expected to have a higher SIR ([Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}). Second, Pole et al. [@bib0003] included all subsequent cancers irrespective of their proximity to the first cancer. Our study found that about 115 children and youth had more than one cancer diagnosed during the initial synchronous period ([Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}) --- had we included these as second cancers, the SIR would have increased to at least 8•2. Despite excluding synchronous tumours from our second cancer count, consistent with Pole et al. [@bib0003] and others \[[@bib0034],[@bib0036]\], we found that a substantial proportion of second cancers occurred within the first 5 years of diagnosis (about 40%, see [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}); and, similar to Pole et al. [@bib0003], that being diagnosed in a more recent calendar period was associated with an increased hazard of a second cancer ([Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}). Although our SIRs for follow-up periods greater than five years since diagnosis were similar to other studies that limited cohorts to five-year survivors \[[@bib0006],[@bib0032]\], such inclusion criteria exclude a substantial proportion of the second cancers experienced during early follow-up --- information important to both clinicians and patients.

Consistent with our findings, others have found that females are at greater risk of subsequent cancers than males \[[@bib0005],[@bib0031],[@bib0033]\]; that breast and/or thyroid cancers are among the most common subsequent cancers \[[@bib0033],[@bib0034]\]; and that SIRs for subsequent cancers decrease with increasing age at diagnosis and time since diagnosis \[[@bib0006],[@bib0030],[@bib0032],[@bib0033]\], and increase with more recent diagnosis periods [@bib0032].

Unlike past Canadian research, we used a larger, more nationally representative cohort that was less impacted by migration and we examined the impact of synchronous first cancers on subsequent risk. We found that 3--4% of those diagnosed with a second cancer or dying had migrated to another province/territory or had an unknown place of death. For less integrated cancer surveillance jurisdictions, out-migration of paediatric cancer survivors results in missed subsequent cancers and deaths while in-migration of paediatric cancer survivors results in subsequent cancers being diagnosed as first cancers. Both scenarios will bias SIRs downward. Notwithstanding these strengths in our research, several limitations relevant to this field of study should be noted. First, is the impact of medical surveillance in biasing SIRs upward. The increasing risk of second cancers among those with more recent diagnoses combined with breast and thyroid cancers being among the most commonly diagnosed second cancers suggests that surveillance bias and overdiagnosis may be contributing to our findings. Second, is changing cancer registry practices over time. Our sensitivity analysis demonstrated how the adoption of more liberal multiple primary reporting rules (i.e. the National Cancer Institute\'s Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results Program multiple primary rules by Ontario) and improved case ascertainment can substantially impact SIRs. Third, is the method used to define a second cancer. We relied on the International Rules for Multiple Primary Cancers combined with a 60 day synchronous period to identify second cancers --- an approach that may differ from clinical practice. As an example, a clinician might consider the 15 second peripheral nervous cell cancers among those first diagnosed with peripheral nervous cell cancers ([Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) as recurrences rather than second cancers. Clinically relevant, standardized surveillance definitions for second cancers, that can be implemented using cancer registry data, would improve the usefulness and comparability of future research. Fourth, artefactually reduced risks of second cancers can be created when treatment of the initial cancer removes one or more organs from risk. Fifth, we could not examine the impact of lifestyle, treatment, and underlying cancer predisposition syndromes on the risk of second cancers because the CCR does not capture such data or it is incomplete. Considering the moderate to strong associations between treatment and the risk of subsequent cancers \[[@bib0003],[@bib0017],[@bib0032]\], and the evolving nature of cancer treatment, capturing treatment details is essential to appropriately interpreting the risk of second cancers. More information on the relationship between lifestyle, type and intensity of treatment, cancer predisposition syndromes, and the risk of second cancers would assist clinicians in lifestyle counselling, reducing the iatrogenicity of treatment, personalizing risk estimates, and optimizing surveillance approaches. Sixth, since the maximum attained age at the end of follow-up was 42 years (median = 19, IQR: 12--25), it is unclear if the risk of second cancers among this cohort will continue to be greater than that caused by aging in the general population. Similar research involving North American and Nordic cohorts has found that the elevated risk of subsequent cancers continues into the fifth, sixth and seventh decades of life \[[@bib0035],[@bib0037]\]. Last, the migration of cohort members to Quebec or out of the country may have resulted in missed second cancers and deaths; however, available data suggests the losses would be relatively low. Over the time period of interest, the annual migration rate into Quebec from the rest of the country ranged from 0•09% to 0•16% and the annual emigration rate for Canada, excluding Quebec, ranged from 0•21% to 0•31% among 0 to 42 year olds \[[@bib0007],[@bib0038],[@bib0039]\].

In conclusion, Canadians diagnosed with a first cancer in childhood or adolescence experience increased risk of a second cancer that varies with the initial type of cancer diagnosed, sex, age at diagnosis, calendar period of diagnosis, time since diagnosis, and the presence of synchronous first cancers. Comprehensive data on lifestyle, treatment, underlying cancer predisposition syndromes, and changing registry practices combined with clinically relevant surveillance definitions for second cancers are needed to disentangle the importance of various factors on the risk of a second cancer.
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[^1]: Note. This classification includes new hematopoietic codes introduced by the World Health Organization in 2008 [@bib0016]. CNS = central nervous system.

[^2]: Note. For confidentiality, the number of people are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Counts may not sum to total due to random rounding. CNS = central nervous system; *N*=number of people at risk at the start of follow-up; NEC = not elsewhere classified; PY=person-years.

[^3]: Based on rounded *N* and first row totals.

[^4]: Based on Pearson\'s chi-square test.

[^5]: Diagnostic groups are defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Children and youth diagnosed with synchronous first cancers are classified based on the first registered cancer.

[^6]: Fewer than five second cancers.

[^7]: Synchronous first cancers are defined as more than one cancer diagnosed during the 60 day synchronous period.

[^8]: Lower income includes the lowest three neighbourhood income quintiles while higher income includes the upper two neighbourhood income quintiles.

[^9]: Not applicable as cohort members can contribute to multiple follow-up categories.

[^10]: Note. For confidentiality, the numbers of people are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. *N*=number of people experiencing the outcome.

[^11]: Based on rounded *N*.

[^12]: Note. For confidentiality, the number of people and observed second cancers are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Counts may not sum to total due to random rounding. AER=absolute excess risk; CI=confidence interval; CNS=central nervous system; *N*=number of people at risk at the start of follow-up; Obs=observed number of second cancers; PY=person-years; SIR=standardized incidence ratio.

[^13]: Diagnostic groups are defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). People can appear in more than one diagnostic category if they are diagnosed with synchronous cancers.

[^14]: Fewer than five second cancers.

[^15]: Note. For confidentiality, the number of people and observed second cancers are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Counts may not sum to total due to random rounding. AER = absolute excess risk; CI = confidence interval; CNS = central nervous system; *N* = number of people at risk at the start of follow-up; Obs=observed number of second cancers; PY = person-years; SIR = standardized incidence ratio.

[^16]: Diagnostic groups are defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). People can appear in more than one diagnostic category if they are diagnosed with synchronous cancers.

[^17]: Fewer than five second cancers.

[^18]: Note. Models are presented when an adequate number of second cancers (i.e. events) occurred and at least one explanatory variable was identified by the forward selection modelling procedure (alpha to enter = 0.05). For confidentiality, counts are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Counts may not sum to total due to random rounding. CI=confidence interval; CNS=central nervous system; *E*=number of people diagnosed with a second cancer; HR=hazard ratio; *N*=number of people included in the model; NEC=not elsewhere classified.

[^19]: Reference group.

[^20]: Defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Unclassified cases were combined with the other category.

[^21]: Fewer than five second cancers.

[^22]: Synchronous first cancers are defined as more than one cancer diagnosed during the 60 day synchronous period.

[^23]: Note. Models are presented when an adequate number of second cancers (i.e. events) occurred and at least one explanatory variable was identified by the forward selection modelling procedure (alpha to enter = 0.05). For confidentiality, counts are randomly rounded using an unbiased random rounding scheme with a base of five. Counts may not sum to total due to random rounding. CI=confidence interval; CNS=central nervous system; *E*=number of people diagnosed with a second cancer; *N*=number of people included in the model; NEC=not elsewhere classified; SHR=subdistribution hazard ratio.

[^24]: Reference group.

[^25]: Defined according to the International Classification of Childhood Cancer (see [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}). Unclassified cases were combined with the other category.

[^26]: Fewer than five second cancers.

[^27]: Synchronous first cancers are defined as more than one cancer diagnosed during the 60 day synchronous period.
